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PRE-HISTORIC ART IN INDIA H.D. Sankalia
This book by the internationally known archaeologist and historian is the first attempt
to establish a connected history of art and aesthetic sensibility in the pre-historic and
proto-historic periods in India. Professor Sankalia's treatment of the recent dis-
coveries of the Paleolithic period is unique in that it attempts to evaluate how much of
the material was created for aesthetic purposes. (Illustrations) 109pp $15.95

AGRICULTURE AND SOCIAL Joan P. Mencher
STRUCTURE IN TAMIL NADU: Past Origins, Present Transforma-
tions and Future Prospects
Focusing primarily on agriculture because of its crucial importance in any social
system, this book is concerned with the social forces that accelerate or impede
change. Detailed agronomic, economic, and sociological data is used as Mencher
explores land distribution and its relationship to development. Other topics covered
include: land tenure, land reform, rural social classes, women and rice production,
and possible directions for change or development. (Illustrations, tables) 314pp
$14.95

GANDHI TODAY Jai Dev Sethi
Sethi presents a comprehensive revalidation of Gandhi's economic, social, and
political philosophy. By relating his analysis to the current political and economic
crises in the country, Sethi produces a unique reinterpretation of Gandhi in the
context of specifically Indian problems. 250pp $12.95

THE NEW VAISYAS Raymond L. Owens and Ashis Nandy
This research collaboration between anthropologist Owens and psychologist Nandy
is not merely a case study of the economic, social and psychological roots of
entrepreneurship (in Howrah, West Bengal), but an effort to set the particularistic
findings of the study within the theory of entrepreneurial studies generally. Thus it
focuses on entrepreneurship as it influences and is influenced by the larger
processes of social change. (Tables) 205pp $12.95

CAROLINA ACADEMIC PRESS / P.O. BOX 8791 / DURHAM, N.C. 27707
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Post-MaoChina and
U.S.-China Trade

Edited by Shao-chuan Leng

The death of Mao Tse-tung and the subsequent purge of the "Gang of Four"
have ushered a new era in the People's Republic of China. Peking's current
emphasis on pragmatism and economic development tends to give rise to
high expectations of future trade between the United States and China as well
as a move toward normalization of relations. The seven essays contained in
this volume examine the complicated economic and political aspects of this
timely issue. China's economic structure, patterns of economy, and political
problems related to economy are discussed, as well as the international aspects
of these issues. $9.95

University Press of Virginia
Box 3608 University Station

Charlottesville, VA 22903

ANNOUNCEMENTS

The Thirty-first Annual Meeting of the
Association for Asian Studies will be
held at the Los Angeles Hilton, Los An-
geles, March 30-April 1, 1979.

The Thirty-second Annual Meeting of
the Association for Asian Studies will be
held at the Washington Hilton, Wash-
ington, D.C., March 21-23, 1980.
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Hong Kong Eclipse
GEORGE B. ENDACOTT; edited with additional material by ALAN BIRCH. This is the first
comprehensive study of Hong Kong during the Second World War. The central theme is the
Japanese conquest and occupation between the years 1941 and 1945, preceded by a picture of the
Colony on the eve of the invasion and followed by an account of the problems of rehabilitation
after the Japanese surrender.

448 pp.; 41 plates; 3 maps1978 $21.50

A History of Singapore 1819-1975
CM. TURNBULL. The first full-scale history of modern Singapore, this book traces the
development of Singapore from 1819, when the English East India Company established a
trading settlement on the island, until 1975, which ended Singapore's first decade as an
independent nation.
1978 386 pp.; 11 plates; 2 maps $36.50

The Wandering Thoughts of a Dying Man
The Life and Times of Haji Abdul Majid bin Zainuddin
Edited, annotated, and introduced by WILLIAM R. ROFF. Abdul Majid b.,Zainuddin was one of
the leading Malay writers and teachers of the early twentieth century. His autobiography
reflects the wide experience he enjoyed during his varied career and gives an entertaining as
well as a highly personal and often partisan picture of intellectual life and social change in the
Federated Malay States between 1900 and 1941. (Oxford in Asia Historical Memoirs)
1978 180 pp. $19.95

Rice in Malaya
A Study in Historical Geography
R.D. HILL. This book brings together from a wide range of scattered sources what is known of
the cultivation of rice in Malaya — historically the most important economic activity of its
indigenous peoples. Hill traces the often fragmentary evidence of rice-growing in prehistoric
South-East Asia, and then considers the great changes in rice-growing in the Malay Peninsula
from pre-colonial times to the early years of this century.
1978 256 pp.; text figs.; maps; tables $39.50

The China Station
War and Diplomacy 1830-1860
GERALD S. GRAHAM. China was opened physically by the Royal Navy, and this is the first
book to analyze in detail how this was done. In addition, the author considers the conflict of
personalities, the frustrations, the irritations, and the bewilderment of the men who tried to
come to terms with the mysterious Middle Kingdom, whose customs, laws, and moral stan-
dards baffled and provoked them to the end.
December 1978 472 pp.; 5 maps $37.50
Prices are subject to change.

OXFORD
UNIVERSITY

PRESS

1478
1978

Publishers of
Fine Books for
Five Centuries

200 Madison Avenue, New York, New York 10016
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Nationalist
China

During the
Sino-Japanese

War
1937-1945

edited by
Paul K. T. Sih

with an introduction

The book consists of scholarly papers provided by
twenty-two American and Chinese scholars as
"insiders" and "outsiders" with regard to this most
important aspect of war operations and political
implications during World War II.

" . . . valuable to advanced students for
whom the 'insider' accounts could serve
as primary sources in their research in
modern Chinese History." — Choice —

Published by Exposition-University Press, N.Y.
Distributed also by the Center of Asian Studies

St. John's University, Jamaica, N.Y. 11439"
$20 (postage included)
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The Home Base of American China Missions,
1880-1920
Valentin H. Rabe
During the late nineteenth century, nearly two dozen Protestant missionaries coordi-
nated their enterprise and expanded their operations with unprecedented urgency and
efficiency. China is used to illustrate personnel recruitment, fundraising, administration,
and other problems faced by the agencies in the United States. Harvard East Asian
Monographs, 75 $15.00

The Military Establishment of the Yuan Dynasty
Ch'i-Ch'ing Hsiao
This study proposes that the military institution of the Yuan dynasty offers an important
key to understanding social evolution. Part 1 examines the military system, the imperial
guard, and the garrison. Part II is a translation of the first two chapters of the "Ping-chih"
or "Treatise on the Military" of the Yuan shih, an official history of the Yuan dynasty
compiled immediately after its downfall. This is a basic research tool for the study of
Chinese institutional history. Harvard East Asian Monographs, 77 $15.00

Landlord and Labor in Late Imperial China
Case Studies from Shandong
Jing Su and Luo Lun
Endymion Wilkinson, Translator
This well-documented study discusses the social and economic changes in Shandong
province before the influence of the West was felt at the end of the nineteenth century.
Case studies of managerial landlords, who form the main focus of this study, are included
as well as generalizations drawn from questionnaire materials. This is the first in-depth
study of a relatively advanced region of north China. Harvard East Asian Monographs, 80
$15.00

Crime and Punishment in Medieval Chinese Drama
Three Judge Pao Plays of the Yuan and Ming Dynasties
George A. Hayden, Translator
George A. Hayden translates three Judge Pao plays: "Selling Rice at Ch'ien-chu;' "The
Ghost of the Pot" and "The Flower in the Back Courtyard" Hayden explains the structure
of the dramas which were sung and spoken, and their moral significance in light of Chin-
ese ethics. He also traces the legend of Judge Pao through the years to its high point in
Yuan and early Ming drama. Harvard East Asian Monographs, 82 $15.00

Jiarvard
JUhiverstiy
Tress 79 Garden Street

Cambridge, MA 02138
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CLASSICAL CHINESE FICTION:
A Guide to its Study and Appreciation: Essays and Bibliographies
Winston L.Y. Yang, Peter Li, and Nathan K. Mao
" . . . highly recommended for students of Chinese literature as well as

for school and public libraries." CHOICE, Oct. 1978
"A uniquely designed reference work on Chinese fiction, this book,

with its essays and bibliographies, is a major contribution to the study of
Chinese literature in the West. For Western students and scholars who are
interested in classical Chinese fiction, it is an indispensable guide."
-COMMITTEE ON EAST ASIAN LIBRARIES BULLETIN, June, 1978

The first section of the book consists of nine essays, providing a
general historical and critical survey of classical Chinese fiction. The second part
of the book is an annotated listing of approximately 850 English-, French-, and
German-language translations and studies, including books, journal articles, and
dissertations. A glossary of Chinese authors and titles and an author and trans-
lator index are provided. 1978 ISBN 0-8161-7808-9 284pp. $30.00

and a companion volume . . .

MODERN CHINESE FICTION
A Guide to its Study and Appreciation: Essays and Bibliographies

Winston L. Yang, Peter Li, and Nathan Mao with six contributing authors
This book meets the need for a comprehensive and extensive guide to

the study and appreciation of modern Chinese fiction in the West. The first sec-
tion of the book consists of four essays which provide an introduction to
modern Chinese fiction from 1917 to 1949, Taiwan fiction since 1949, and
Chinese Communist fiction since 1949. The second part is an annotated guide to
approximately 450 English-language translations and studies, including books,
dissertations, and journal articles.

December 1978 ISBN 0-8161-8113-6 est. 240pp. $30.00

V I E T N A M : A Guide to Reference Sources Michael Cotter
" . . . this work is a must acquisition for any serious library and institution
of higher learning. No work of similar scope now exists in English. It is also

more comprehensive than all extant works of similar nature in any language."
CHOICE, July/August 1978

. . . a valuable new resource for research on • the early history of
Vietnam • the rise of the nationalist and revolutionary movements • the impact
of Western influences on literature, government, and society • the background
to recent political and military changes

1977 ISBN 0-8161-8050-4 272pp. $50.00

Please send me the following:
No. of copies Title Price

NAME.

LIBRARY/INSTITUTION.

ADDRESS

CITY. -STATE. . Z I P .

Prices do not include shipping and handling charges. Prices outside the U.S. are 10%
higher. Orders from individuals must be accompanied by full payment including a
shipping and handling charge of 75 cents per book. JAS/11/78

G . K . H a l l & C O . 70 Lincoln Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02111
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CAMBRIDGE
THE CAMBRIDGE
HISTORY OF CHINA
Volume 10: Late Ch'ing, 1800-1911
Parti
JOHN K. FAIRBANK, Editor

The first volume to be published in this new
Cambridge History covers the period during
which the Western world first made a pro-
found impact on China's political, commercial
and religious life, and the Manchu Empire
entered a period of domestic revolt and
dynastic decline. $45.00

THE SHORTER
SCIENCE AND
CIVILISATION IN CHINA
An Abridgement of
Joseph Needham's Original Text,
Volumes 1 and 2
COLIN A. RONAN

A handsomely illustrated, abridged version of
Dr. Needham's unparalleled introduction to
China's history, language, geography, and
development of scientific thought. $19.95

ECONOMIC GROWTH AND
DISTRIBUTION IN CHINA ,
NICHOLAS LARDY

An analysis of the Chinese leadership's
attempt to improve economic efficiency by
decentralizing economic management. Pro-
fessor Lardy contends that China's system of
economic planning tends to mitigate the trade-
off between economic growth and equity that
prevails in the early development stages of
most underdeveloped countries. $18.95

THE ARISTOCRATIC
FAMILIES OF EARLY
IMPERIAL CHINA
A Case Study of
the Po-ling Ts'ui Family
PATRICIA BUCKLEY EBREY

Traces the history of one of the most famous
aristocratic families over the course of eight
hundred years, showing how the influence of
the aristocracy fluctuated and how the basis of
its power and influence changed. Cambridge
Studies in Chinese History, Literature and
Institutions $22.95

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
AS AN ADAPTIVE
PROCESS
The Green Revolution
in the Indian Punjab
RICHARD H. DAY and INDERJIT SINGH

"The book develops amathematical model to
measure the response of Punjabi farmers to
the introduction of technology, fertilizers, and
improved seeds—what is known as the
"Green Revolution." The economic and
sociological impact of the "Green Revolu-
tion" has also been discussed." —Choice

$24.95

HIGHLAND PEOPLES
OF NEW GUINEA
PAULA BROWN

Brown emphasizes the interrelationships of
environment, culture, and society in her
description of a highland population of about
one million that is distributed over a wide area
among many cultural groups.

Hardcover $ 15.95 Paper $5.95

RITUALS OF THE
KANDYAN STATE
H.L. SENEVIRATNE

Explores the importance of the daily and
cyclical rituals carried out at the Temple of the
Tooth in Kandy, Sri Lanka to the political,
social and economic life of the Kandyan
State. Cambridge Studies in Social Anthro-
pology22 $19.95

WORLD CONQUEROR
AND WORLD RENOUNCER
A Study of Buddhism and Polity
in Thailand Against an
Historical Background
S.J. TAMBIAH

Now in Paperback $8.95

Cambridge University Press

32 East 57th Street
New York, N. Y. 10022
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ASIAN BOOKS
ASIA
MIDDLE EAST
AFRICA

HISTORY
ART
RELIGION
SOCIOLOGY
LITERATURES
LANGUAGES

Extensive Inventory of Current Materials

We Mail Anywhere in the World

12 ARROW STREET
CAMBRIDGE MA 02138

617-
354-0005
10-6 MON.-SAT.

Water Management in
the Yellow River Basin
of China
by Charles Greer

Little has been written about the recent
management of the major river of China,
the Yellow River. This work deals
with the technological problems faced by the
Chinese in taming the destructive river, and
also examines the cultural attitudes gover-
ning the Chinese response to nature. Charles
Greer traces water use and management in
the Yellow River Basin throughout Chinese
history and discusses early Western interest
in the flood problem and Soviet assistance
in development of the Yellow River.
192 pages, 11 maps, $10.00

University of Texas Press
Post Office Box 7819
Austin, Texas 78712
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Reviewer's1

Choice
House United, House Divided
The Chinese Family in Taiwan
MYRON L. COHEN. "Myron Cohen's long-awaited study of family
organization in Yen-liab, a South Taiwan Hakka village, is the first full-
scale monograph in English on the Chinese family to appear in many years.
It has been well worth the wait: Cohen's book shows us how much we have
learned in the meantime, and raises our understanding of Chinese family
processes to a new level of sophistication." Journal of Asian Studies.
267 pages, $12.00

To Acquire Wisdom
The Way of Wang Yang-ming
JULIA CHING. "There is no question that Neo-Confucianism now stands
among subjects in the forefront of Chinese studies, thanks to a fast-growing
literature that has come out in recent years. In publishing her study of Wang
Yang-ming, Julia Ching must be congratulated for adding another weighty
contribution to this field. . . . An excellent job." Journal of Asian Studies.
373 pages, $17.50

Japan's Foreign Policy, 1868-1941
A Research Guide
JAMES W. MORLEY, EDITOR. "This large volume of 618 pages is
fittingly dedicated to Kurihara Ken, who has helped two generations of
foreign scholars find their way in Japanese foreign office archives.... It is a
splendid capstone, and seminar students and others entering the field will
find it indispensable." Journal of Asian Studies. 618pages, $25.00

A Season on the Earth
Selected Poems ofNirala
DAVID RUBIN, TRANSLATOR. "Rubin's translations are scrupulously
accurate. . . . On the whole, he has succeeded in rendering Nirala's compact
diction in remarkably economical English. . . . A Season on the Earth is a
welcome first, and a stimulating introduction to one of the great poets of
modern India." Journal of Asian Studies. 152 pages, Cloth, $12.50; Paper,
$4.00
To order send check or money to Dept. JN at address below. Individuals must enclose payment.
Institutions may request billing.

^ I COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY PRESS
Sttff | Address for orders:

136 South Broadway, Irvington, New York 10533
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Authority and
the Individual in Japan
Citizen Protest in Historical Perspective

Edited by J. Victor Koschmann

In this volume twelve prominent Japanese scholars and critics discuss political authori-
ty in Japan and patterns of obedience and disobedience before and since World War
II. They describe how traditional relationships between authority and the individual
may be changing and ask what consequences that change may have for Japan's political
development. Part one focuses on prewar authority and protest and three forms of
resistance: Christianity, communism, and liberalism. Part two includes analysis and
interpretation centering on the ethos, behavior, and political significance of citizen pro-
test in postwar society. This latter part highlights two contrasting conceptions of a
foundation for civic action: modernism, which emphasizes the need to create autono-
mous citizens who take political stands as individuals; and communalism, which stresses
the community as a primary vehicle of political participation and resistance. This im-
portant collection of essays is essential reading for all students of Japanese history and
society and a useful introduction to Japanese political thought for the general reader
interested in authority and protest in modern societies.
328 pp. 819.50/ £10.00

'Public" and "Private" in Japan / Matsumoto

Contents

The Roots of Political Disillusionment:
Sannosuke

I.
The Meiji State, Minponshugi, and Ultranationalism / Kuno Osamu
Japanese Christianity: Between Orthodoxy and Heterodoxy / Takeda Kiyoko
"Theory" and "Organization" in the Japan Communist Party / Matsuzawa Hiroaki
The "Civil Society" Ideal and Wartime Resistance / Hashikawa Bunso

II.
The Ethics of Peace / Oda Makoto
Citizen Participation in Historical Perspective / Matsushita Keiichi
Citizens' Movements: Organizing the Spontaneous / Takabatake Michitoshi
Militarism in the Management Society / Kitazawa Masakuni
The Glory and Misery of "My Home" / Tada Michitaro
The Controversy over Community and Autonomy / Sakuta Keiichi
The Survival Struggle of the Japanese Community / Irokawa Daikichi

UNIVERSITY OF TOKYO PRESS
Please order from your book store or check with the distributor covering your area :
North, Central, and South America: International Scholarly Book Services Inc.,
Forest Grove, Oregon, U.S.A.
Europe and Africa: International Book Distributors Ltd., Hemel Hempstead, England
Oceania: Australia and New Zealand Book Co., Sydney, Australia
Asia: Toppan Co. (Singapore) Private Ltd., Singapore
Korea: Toppan Co., Tokyo, Japan
Japan: University of Tokyo Press, 7-3-1 Hongo, Bunky-ku, Tokyo, Japan
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'NEW

a.S. Foreign Policy in Asia:
An Appraisal
Yung-hwan Jo
An authoritative current appraisal of the U.S. role
in Asia, the origins of our presence there, and its
rationale, as well as the probable direction of future foreign policy.

" . . . the perspectives of political scientists, historians,
diplomats, and others are presented in a pro-and-con format..
suitable as a supplementary reader in college courses
on U.S. foreign policy and international politics."

Library Journal, June 15,1978

Robert A. Scalapino, Director of the Institute of East Asian Studies,
University of California, Berkeley, says,

"Its greatest value lies in the range of opinions and
issues presented, and in the combination of formal and
informal presentations which give it a spontaneity
and liveliness that set it apart."

May 1978. 256 pp. Hardcover $19.75

The Asian in North America
Stanford M. Lyman

Distinguished scholar Stanford M. Lyman has
brought together from his own articles, essays
and reviews, 15 years of pioneering research
on the Chinese and Japanese in North America.
Drawing on the social experience of Asian
Americans, Lyman discusses the historical
importance of their immigration to this continent.

Ivan Light, Associate Professor, Department of Sociology, University
of California, Los Angeles, says,

"What is most remarkable about Lyman's essays is their
conjuncture of prodigious historical scholarship and
bold sociological imagination.... This project compelled him
to defend the subject from bowdlerizers, filio-pietists,
ideologists and antiquarians who wanted to trivialize it.
Therefore, Lyman's research is a vindication of the human-
istic significance of free sociological inquiry as well as
a practical lesson in how to conduct it."

1977. Charts. Bibliography. Indexes. Hardcover $19.95

American Bibliographical Center • Clio Press
Riviera Campus, 2040 A.P.S., Box 4397
Santa Barbara, CA 931031AIB1CH

Publishers of: Historical Abstracts • America: History and Life •
ABC POL SCI • ARTbibliographies • Online Data Bases • Reference Books •
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Southeast Asian Transitions
Approaches through Social History
edited by Ruth T. McVey
with the assistance of Adrienne Suddard

In six major essays written to honor the late Harry J. Benda, an international group of
scholars focuses on a particular concern of Benda's—the impact of advanced
colonialism on Southeast Asian societies and the attempt of the Southeast Asians to
develop ideological and institutional responses. The authors have approached the
subject from the angle of local history, showing through the study of significant
small-scale events how people far from the centers of political power reacted to the
pressures for change. $17.50

Facets of Taoism
Essays in Chinese Religion
edited by Holmes Welch and Anna Seidel

This collection of essays written by many of the world's recognized authorities on
Taoism explores the depths of Taoist tradition, revealing it as a pillar of Chinese culture.

"Contains material of the highest importance for the study of Chinese religion, of Taoism
in particular, and of Chinese civilization in general. It should be one of our most
important books in East Asian Studies."—Arthur F. Wright $22.50

English-Khmer Dictionary
Franklin E. Huffman and Im Proum
The first English-Khmer (Cambodian) dictionary to be published in the Western world.
It contains some 40,000 English entries and subentries and their translations. Primarily
intended to meet the needs of both English- and Khmer-speaking users, this work is
important also as a research tool for linguists, philologists, and other scholars interested
in the study of the Khmer language, notable both for its rich literary traditions and for
its place in the linguistic history of Southeast Asia. Yale Linguistic Series $20.00

Quaker Experiences in
International Conciliation
C.H.Mike Yarrow
Foreword by Anatol Rapaport
As far back as the early 1900s, the Quakers have been engaged in a program of quiet
private diplomacy that won them a Nobel Peace Prize in 1947. During the turbulent
1960s, they acted as unofficial conciliators in several tense situations. This
comprehensive study of Quaker peace-making activities focuses primarily on the variety
and effectiveness of their efforts in Berlin from 1960 to 1973, in India/Pakistan in
1965, and in Nigeria from 1967 to 1970. $ 10.00

Y a l e U n i v e r s i t y PreSS New Haven and London
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3=33 KOREA
DISCOVERY
SEMINAR

A two-week academic program of lectures and tours for
foreigners interested in Asian Culture and Korea.

Sponsored by
Seoul International School

and
International Cultural Society of Korea

SEMINAR INCLUDES:
Sixteen morning lectures on Korean history, art,
dance, economy, religion, politics, education and
culture. Nine afternoon tours throughout Seoul area
and four-day tour to Southern Korea.

PRICE:
US $1,200 per person (two in a room basis) including
air fare (round trip) from LA to Seoul with layover in
Tokyo and/or Hawaii on way back, hotel accommo-
dations, breakfasts, receptions, lecture fees, local
transportation with additional meals mentioned in
the itinerary. Four-day tour to Southern Korea with
meals and transportation included.

POST TOURS AVAILABLE:
With US $300—you can extend tours to South East
Asia on way back to LA. This includes two free hotel
nights and breakfast as well as one-day tour in
Hong Kong or Manila.
Tour Extension One: Seoul-Hong Kong-Taipei-Seoul
Tour Extension Two: Seoul—Taipei—Manila-

Seoul

WHERE TO APPLY:
Write for 20-page booklet with application form to:

Korea Discovery Seminar
P.O. Box 3171

Walnut Creek, CA 94598
Telephone: (415)937-7524

SEMINAR DATES:
(a full fifteen days in Korea)

Fall 1978:
Sept.30-Oct. 15
Nov. 25-Dec. 10

Spring 1979:
March 10-March 25
March 31-April 15

April 21-May 6
May12-May27
June2-June17
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China's Finance and Trade
A Policy Reader
Edited with commentaries by Gordon Bennett,
University of Texas, Austin
A survey designed as a course text in contem-
porary Chinese economics and politics. Drawing
on current and pre-Cultural Revolution primary
sources, the book covers the general economic
line, planning and markets, and money, banking
and investment.

"An extremely worthwhile collection . . . a very
intelligent selection . . . useful to students and
researchers for years to come."
— Vivienne Shue, Yale University

256 pages $8.95 Paper

China and the Three Worlds
A Foreign Policy Reader
Edited with an introduction by King C. Chen,
Rutgers University

Emphasizing major current issues, this useful
course text is a collection of Chinese internal
and public documents written or published by-
and-large between 1972 and 1977. Covered are
Chinese policies toward and relations with the
three worlds, including the theory of revolu-
tionary diplomacy, Sino-American rapproche-
ment, anti-super power hegemonism, support
for the Third World, relations between foreign
affairs and modernization.

400 pages $14.95

Language Reform in China
Documents and Commentary
Edited with an introduction by Peter J. Seybolt,
University of Vermont, and Gregory Kuei-ke
Chiang, Middlebury College

Translations of the pertinent documents that
record the prolonged debates engendered by
the bold attempt to modernize both written
and spoken Chinese. The introduction analyzes
the reasons for language reform, its political
and cultural implications, steps to be taken to
implement it, and the numerous problems—
technical, historical and psychological—
encountered by promotors of reform.

400 pages $22.50

Chinese Economic Planning
Translations from Chi-hua ching-chi
Edited with an introduction by
Nicholas R. Lardy, Yale University.
Translated by K. K. Fung
"These documents provide a valuable and
neglected source of detailed information on
Chinese economic planning during the 1950s.
Careful study of these documents can increase
our understanding of the structure of China's
economic plans in the early years of the PRC,
and this will in turn improve our ability to
evaluate the less comprehensive information
available on the subject of Chinese planning
during the 1960s and 1970s."

—Thomas G. Rawski, University of Toronto
280 pages $20.00

Rural Employment
and Manpower Problems in China
By Curtis Ullerich
This concise study traces the Chinese model of
social and economic development through three
premises: China has (1) attained remarkable
socioeconomic development while achieving a
unique synthesis of historical and modern ele-
ments of national life and production, (2)
encountered and largely overcome problems
that are exemplary to most Third World coun-
tries today, and (3) come up with prototypical
approaches for bringing about lasting increases
in national production and qualitative improve-
ment of the nation's material and social well-
being. A publication of The Institute of Asian
Affairs, Hamburg.

136 pages $12.50

For a complete catalog of books
and journals, please write to:

£J\A. E. Sharpe, Inc.
901 North Broadway
White Plains, NY 10603
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Imperial Nomads
A History of Central Asia, 500-1500 A.D
Luc Kwanteh

The Asian steppe, long dismissed as an unciv-
ilized wasteland, in fact supported major
civilizations that threatened China, Persia, and
Russia. Based on primary sources in Chinese,
this book provides a crucial "missing link" in
comparative world history.

Law in Imperial China
Derk Bodde and Clarence Morris

This is the first book to provide a compre-
hensive picture of the basic concepts and
functioning of imperial Chinese law.
" . . . a major achievement... a model for inter-
disciplinary efforts. "

Journal of Asian Studies

paper$6.95
University of Pennsylvania Press 3933 Walnut Street Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104

Gubilai Khan
as Emperor ol China

Don't Miss . . .

IARCB

INTERNATIONAL
ASIAN RESEARCH

CONFERENCE BOARD
240-04 67 Avenue,

Douglaston, New York, 11362
(212) 423-3165

lARCB'S
1978
CONFERENCES

A. "Asia - Political Horizon"
B. Papers on Disciplines of

General Asian Interest
The NEW YORK HILTON

NOVEMBER 17 & 18

The NEW YORK SHERATON

DECEMBER 28 & 29

I.BHATNACAR
President
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FILMS DEPICTING SOUTH ASIAN CULTURES

1. Tantric Universe*

2. Tibetan Heritage*

3. Sherpa Legend*

* Entire 'Nepal: Land of the Cods' series

4. Vesak

5. Muruga

6. Work of Gomis

7. Scraps

8. Bali: Mask of Rangda

9. Sacred Trances of Java and Bali

10. Tibetan Medicine

11. Biofeedback: The Yoga of The West

12. Holistic Health: The New Medicine

13. Tantra of Cyuto
(Available for rental/purchase in 16mm
For purchase in 16mm and JA" videocassette)

Please write lor descriptive flyer.

Pocu/ International Inc.
East 53rd Street, New York, New York 10022 (212)799-0491

Length

22 min.

19 min.

21 min.

62 min.

18 min.

23 min.

48 min.

6 min.

30 min.

30 min.

30 min.

40 min.

35 min.

52 min.

$

$

$

Rental

50.00

50.00

50.00

$140.00

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

30.00

40.00

60.00

25.00

35.00

35.00

35.00

45.00

45.00

70.00

Purchase

$300

$300

$300

$800

$250

$300

$525

$100

$325

$325

$325

$400

$400

$690

"It is rare to receive an issue that does not contain at least one article that belongs on everyone's
syllabus for the serious study of modern China."

— Frederic Wakeman, Chairman, Center for Chinese Studies, University of California, Berkeley

MODERN CHINA
An International Quarterly of History and Social Science

Edited by PHILIP C. C. HUANG, University of California, Los Angeles
MODERN CHINA offers Asia scholars a responsive, international forum for intellectually rigorous,
ideologically objective investigation into all aspects of the modern Chinese experience.
Contributors to MODERN CHINA include historians, political scientists, anthropologists, socio-
logists, economists, literary scholars, and many others who seek to gain a deeper understanding of
the on-going Chinese Revolutionary process-its implications for the Chinese people and the
world at large.
Special thematic issues of MODERN CHINA, published regularly, explore single topics, issues, or
problems of concern to the Asian specialist in depth.

Frequency: quarterly in January, April, July and October.
Subscription rates: One year Two years Three years

Individual $15.00 $29.00 $43.00
Institutional $28.00 $55.00 $82.00

Outside the U.S. add $1.00 per year for foreign postage.

SAGE PUBLICATIONS, Inc. / P.O. Box 5024 / Beverly Hills, California 90210
SAGE Publications Ltd /28 Banner Street / London EC1Y 8QE
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Island
China

Ralph N. Clough
In this masterly analysis, Ralph Clough places the
Taiwan dilemma in the context of the island's his-
tory, politics, and economic development. He
then offers his own carefully reasoned solution
to the problem of Taiwan's role in U.S.-China

relations.
"A book by the most qualified American specialist
in the Taiwan issue-that ticking timebomb in U.S.-

China policy."-John K. Fairbank
A Twentieth Century Fund Study.

$12.50HARVARD UNIVERSITY PRESS
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138
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THE
Execution of Mayor Yin
and Other Stories from the Great
Proletarian Cultural Revolution
By Chen ,|o-hsi
Translated from the Chinese by Nancy lug and Howard Coldblall
Introduction hy Simon Leys
The first dissent literature from Mao's China to be published in English.
" . . . the people of China transcend its politics, and it is their power of

survival that Chen Jo-hsi ultimately celebrates." — Frederic Wakeman.
New York Review of Books " . . . absolutely required reading for anyone
seeking the reality behind the bland facade of modern China." — Far
Eastern Economic Review $8.95

Sunflower
Splendor I K'uei Yen Chi

Three Thousand Years of
Chinese Poetry

Edited by Liu Wu-chi and
Irving Yucheng Lo

" . . . the largest and, on the whole, best
anthology of translated Chinese poems
to have appeared in a Western language
. . . Sunflower Splendor will probaly not
have an English-language rival for some
time." — New York Times Book Re-
view $17.50

Edited by Liu Wu-chi and
Irving Yucheng Lo

The Chinese character text of
Sunflower Splendor. Contains selec-
tions by authors whose works have
seldom been included in an-
thologies of Chinese poetry.

cloth $19.50 paper $6.95

An Introduction to

Chinese
Literature

By Liu Wu-chi
A comprehensive history of Chinese
literature copiously illustrated by pas-
sages of prose and poetry from the
most important representative fig-
ures. " . . . deals with all the principal
writers and genres, and contains, be-
sides, some interesting insights into
Chinese and Western cultures."
—Times Literary Supplement

cloth $12.50 paper $4.95

K'uei Hsing
A Repository of Asian

Literature in Translation
Edited by Friedrlch A. Bischoff,
Liu Wu-chi, Jerome P. Seaton,

and Kenneth Yasuda
A wide variety of ancient and modern
literary forms, translated from Chinese,
Japanese, Tibetan, and Mongolian.
"This unconventionally diverse anthol-
ogy offers rewarding entertainment for
the specialist and non-specialist alike."
—Journal of Asian Studies $10.00

INDIANA UNIVERSITY PRESS
Tenth and Morton Streets, Bloomington, Indiana 47401
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HOOVER
LENIN'S LEGACY
The Story of the CPSU
336 pages $7.50 paper Robert G. Wesson

KOREAN WORKERS' PARTY
A Short History
184 pages $5.95 paper Chong-Sik Lee

HISTORY OF VIETNAMESE COMMUNISM
1925-1976
200 pages $5.95 paper DouglasPike

NEGOTIATING WHILE FIGHTING
The Diary of Admiral C. Turner Joy at the Korean
Armistice Conference
510 pages $22.50 cloth Allan E. Goodman, editor

THE IMPERIALIST
REVOLUTIONARIES
Trends in World Communism in
the 1960s and 1970s
168 pages $6.95 paper Hugh Seton-VVatson

YEARBOOK ON INTERNATIONAL
COMMUNIST AFFAIRS: 1978
527 pages $35.00 cloth Richard F. Staar, editor

HOOVER INSTITUTION PRESS
Stanford University

Stanford, California 94305

(When ordering, please include $1.00postage.)
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New from
CALIFORNIA

Typical

period V

inscriptions

Social History of an
Indian Caste
The Kayasths of Hyderabad

Karen Isaksen Leonard
Leonard's study reveals members of an Indian caste adapting
their occupational patterns and marriage alliances to chang-
ing political and economic conditions during a period of two-
hundred years. She traces the structural relationships among
some 320 families or patrilineages.

' 384 pages, 27 tables, 14 drawings, 3 maps, $14.75

Selected Works of
Peter A. Boodberg
Edited by Alvin P. Cohen
The late Peter A. Boodberg was a scholar of outstanding
creative imagination. His broad interests ranged over Chi-
nese literature, philosophy and philology; the history and
nature of the Chinese language and script; and the history of
the period of the Northern and Southern Dynasties, of the
Chinese frontier, and of Inner China. This volume includes
his most important essays, together with selections from his
rare privately-published serials and an unpublished lecture.

400 pages, $20.00

Sources of Shang History
The Oracle-Bone Inscriptions of Bronze Age China

David N. Keightley
The oracle-bone inscriptions of bronze age China, which
may be dated to the last centuries of the second millennium
B.C., are documents of a kind unique in history. Keightley
defines the nature of the oracle-bone inscriptions, shows
how they may be deciphered and dated, and suggests how
they may be used as historical sources.

300 pages, large format, line drawings, $30.00

Muslim Puritans
Reformist Psychology in Southeast Asian Islam

James L. Peacock
Peacock shows to what extent and in what sense cultural
reform implies psychological rationalization. He draws theo-
retical inspiration from Max Weber and data from Malaysia,
Singapore, and Indonesia.

288 pages, 6 tables, 1 map, $18.75

At bookstores

University of California Press Berkeley 94720
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BUDDHIST BOOKS INTERNATIONAL

Minoru Kiyota: SHINGON BUDDHISM, THEORY & PRACTICE
cloth S8.95 paper S6.95

Hajime Nakamura : GOTAMA BUDDHA
cloth S7.95 paper $5.95

Daigan & Alicia Matsunaga:
FOUNDATION OF JAPANESE BUDDHISM

Vol. I : The Aristocratic Age cloth $13.75 paper S6.75

Vol. I I : The Mass Movement cloth $14.95

BUDDHIST BOOKS INTERNATIONAL
P.O. Box 665

Chatsworth, CA. 91311

•Now available-

A significant contribution to the field of
Chinese studies

Mercenaries and Mandarins
The Ever-Victorious Army in
Nineteenth Century China

by Richard J. Smith

Smith's case study of foreign participation in Chinese civil and military affairs focuses on the Ever-
Victorious Army and places it in the context of Chinese tradition, late Ch'ing social and political insti-
tutions, Sino-Western relations, and Chinese military reform. Foreword by John K. Fairbank, Coun-
cil on East Asian Studies, Harvard University.

271 pp. ISBN 0-527-83950-7 cloth $15.00

ktg, press
A U.S. Division of Kraus-Thomson Organization Limited

Route 100, Millwood, New York 10546 (914) 762-2200
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Study and Living
Experience in

JAMN
KANSAI GAIDAI

(Kansai University of Foreign Studies)
Wide variety of academic courses on
Japan and Asia
Courses taught by experienced English-
speaking Japanese scholars
Japanese language courses, beginning
through advanced levels
Homestay with Japanese families at
nominal cost
Ideal location: near Kyoto and Nara
(ancient capitals)ana Osaka, Japan's
industrial metropolis
Based at major university with excellent
facilities, library and research institutes,
the program is administered by an
experienced staff
Flexible program adaptable for one
semester to a full-year course, for groups
and individuals
Limited number of tuition scholarships
available

I For further information:!
Office of International Studies,
Kansai Gaidai
333 Ogura, Hirakata, Osaka, Japan 573
TEL.(0720)51-6751
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1

ways to
, enjoy the arts
this fall

THE VOICES AND HANDS OF BUNRAKU
by Barbara Adachi photographs by Peccinotti
introduction by Donald Keene

A visually-spectacular, behind-the-scenes look at the cast of live
performers by one who fully understands this complex art form. ($19.50)

JAPANESE FILM DIRECTORS
by Audie Bock preface by Donald Richie

An authoritative and up-to-date treatment of Japanese cinema
through a detailed analysis of its ten major filmmakers. ($14.95)

THE DOCTOR'S WIFE
by Sawako Ariyoshi

tr. by Wakako Hironaka & Ann Siller Kostant
Japan's popular modern novelist again tackles a crucial social

problem; this time the plight of women to gain recognition. ($8.95)

THE ARTS OF JAPAN
by Seiroku Noma
Vol. 1 Ancient and Modern tr. by John Rosenfield
Vol. 2 Late Medieval to Modern tr. by Glenn Webb
A popularly priced version of the highly acclaimed deluxe edition

— with every word and picture of the original. Each volume ($16.50)

ROBERTS' GUIDE TO JAPANESE MUSEUMS
by Laurance O. Roberts

At last, the expanded and fully updated version of the 1967
edition of this popular, easy-to-use guide. ($12.50)

Available at bookstores or direct from publisher.

K KODANSHA
INTERNATIONAL
10 East 53rd Street New York, N.Y. 10022
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NEW FROM HAWAII

Popular Media in China
Shaping New Cultural
Patterns
edited by Godwin C. Chu
This collection of studies is the first to
analyze the major popular media of
China—from revolutionary children's
songs and serial picture (comic) books
to tatzepao (wall posters). It explores
the effects upon a society's popular cul-
ture of a conscious and highly struc-
tured attempt to change and reorder its
social and cultural values.
AN EAST- WEST CENTER BOOK X
$12.00

Class, Caste, and
Entrepreneurship
A Study of Indian
Industrialists
by E. Wayne Nafziger
A study of the role of the entrepreneur
in the traditionally "fixed" society of In-
dia, this book takes into account the
basic differences between Indian and
Western world views. The author's
analysis is made in terms of class, caste,
and subcaste patterns, and his study has
implications for future economic and
social development in India.
AN EAST- WEST CENTER BOOK X
$12.00

Mahayana Buddhist
Meditation
Theory and Practice
edited by Minoru Kiyota, assisted by
Elvin W. Jones
These studies represent some of the
best of contemporary scholarship in
Mahayana Buddhism. The use of origi-
nal sources and previously untranslated
material make this collection a signifi-
cant contribution to the understanding
of Buddhist meditation as it developed
historically, intellectually, and in actual
practice.
$15.00

The Politics of Inequality
Competition and Control in
an Indian Village
by Miriam Sharma
An examination of the political interac-
tion that occurs within a traditional
ideology of caste and within the alter-
native ideology of equality, to which In-
dia's national government is committed.
Sharma presents a series of case histo-
ries illustrating the processes of factional
competition and class conflict.
(Asian Studies at Hawaii, No. 22)
paper, $9.50

The
JLJ University
j Press

\ of Hawaii
284O Kolowalu Street

Honolulu. Hawaii 96822
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